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Inconspicuous removable coating offers 
convenient corrosion protection

REHAB & REPAIR

VpCI-391 keeps surfaces corrosion-
free without impacting welding.

Corrosion is an irreversible process that 
costs industries time and money to deal 
with the effects. Corrosion prevention is 

therefore in the best interest of manufacturers and 
asset owners responsible for covering losses from 
deteriorating assets. While protective VCI 
packaging solves many metal shipping and storage 
needs, it is not always the optimal choice for 
certain metal shapes or storage/transit settings. 
When this is the case, Cortec’s VpCI-391 is an 
excellent removable coating to consider for 
temporary or even long-term corrosion protection. 

Unnoticeable dry film rust 
preventative coating 
VpCI-391 is a fast-drying water-based temporary 
coating that dries to a thin, clear, virtually 
unnoticeable non-tacky film. It is perfect for 
protecting bare metal surfaces from corrosion in 
transit or temporary storage but can also be 
applied directly over painted surfaces. VpCI-391 

provides protection indoors and outdoors and is 
easy to remove with an alkaline cleaner if desired. 
These features have made it a popular temporary 
rust preventative coating that displaces traditional 
greasy, oily rust preventatives with an 
unnoticeable temporary protective coating that is 
drastically more convenient.

Clean, convenient corrosion 
protection 
There are many advantages to using VpCI-391. 
In addition to its corrosion protection, the dry, 
non-tacky surface finish stays much cleaner than 
traditional oily/greasy rust preventatives that tend 
to collect insects, dust, and other contaminants 
on their sticky surfaces. It also weathers much 
better in outdoor applications. Furthermore, 
testing has found that VpCI-391 does not 
negatively impact weld geometry or mechanical 
properties of the weld, allowing welders to easily 
keep surfaces corrosion-free prior to welding 

without extensive surface-prep hassle.

When and where to Use VpCI-391 
The possibilities for using VpCI-391 are endless. 
Examples include the following: 
• Heavy Equipment. 
• Machinery.
• Vehicles.
• Piping. 
• Structural Steel. 

VpCI-391 is also great for storage and layup. 
For example, VpCI-391 can be applied right over 
painted railings and equipment on offshore 
platforms for extra corrosion protection during 
rig-stacking. Pipeline segments stored in laydown 
yards may be coated with VpCI-391 to protect 
weld ends from rusting. At the time of assembly 
or installation, the welder can simply clean off the 
coating or weld directly over it, instead of 
spending extra time grinding away opportunistic 
rust that could otherwise set in.
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Cortec VpCI Preservation Materials
Sacrificial anodes (Zn, Mg, Al)
Corrosometer resistance probes
Gypsum bentonite backfill
Dehn & Sohne IEC Certified Spark
Gap  Arresters

Pipeline pigs and equipment including:
Foam, Poly Coated & Wire Brush Pigs
Monolithic Insulating Joints
Hot Tapping Equipment

Wachs Pipe Cutting and Beveling
Pipe Seals, Pipe Clamps, Leak Repair
APS Casing Spacers
Impressed Current  & Sacrificial Anodes

Cathodic Protection Materials: Pipeline Fittings & Equipment:
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Trusted Supplier of Cathodic Protection & Prevention materials in Australia.

Surge Protectors
Borin Permanent & Portable electrodes
Loresco Coke Backfill
APS Flange Insulation Kits
Radolid Nuts Protectors
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Is your pipe 
spacer compliant?

Call us for details on ordering
P (08) 9725 4678

sales@kwikzip.com www.kwikzip.com

The only casing spacers successfully appraised by WSAA

HDX and HDXT

KWIK-ZIP’S HDX & HDXT CASING 
SPACERS COMPLY WITH WSAA 
PRODUCT SPEC #324 - CASING 
SPACERS;

REFER WSAA PRODUCT APPRAISAL 
REPORT #1523


